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Candidates should be board certified in Internal
Medicine and Medical Oncology, be eligible for
licensure in Illinois, and have significant academic
experience and an established investigative record.

Please submit applications with curriculum w'toe

and list of publications to: Melvin topata, M.D.,
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Medicine, Department of Medicine (M/C 787), Uni
versity of Illinois College of Medicine at Chicago,
P.O. Box 6998, Chicago, Illinois 60680.

The University of Illinois is an affirmative action/
equal opportunity employer.

RESEARCHPOSITION
Assistant Professor

The Dana Farber Cancer Institute is seek
ing to fill a research position at the level of
Assistant Professor (MD and/or PhD) to
lead a research group in cytogenetic and
molecular genetic studies of human solid
tumors. The molecular biologic techniques,
which should include in situ hybridization,
will be employed to evaluate cytogenetic
abnormalities. Expertise in the karyotyping
of human solid tumors is important. The
academic appointment will be based at
Harvard Medical School.

Send CV and names of 3 references to Dr.
Frederick P. Li.

CANCER INSTITUTE
44 Binney St., Boston, MA 02115

An Affirmative Aclion/F.cjuul Opportuni!) l-'mploycr

What will you tell
her about screening
mammography?

Many of your patients will hear about
screening mammography through a pro
gram launched by the American Cancer
Society and the American College of Radi
ology, and they may come to you with
questions. What will you tell them?

We hope you'll encourage them to

have a screening mammogram, because
that, along with your regular breast exam
inations and their monthly self examina
tions, offers the best chance of early detec
tion of breast cancer, a disease which will
strike one woman in 10.

If you have questions about breast
cancer detection for asymptomatic
women, please contact us.

Screening Mammo
Guidelines

Women with No Symptoms

Age:
35-39 Baseline
40-49 Every 1-2years

50 & up Every year

AMERICAN
CANCERSOCIETY"t

Professional Education Dept
National Headquarters
90 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10016
or your local society

American
College of
Radiology

1891 Preston While Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
(703) 648-8900
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This space contributed as a public service."YES,THEREIS
UFEAFTER

BREASTCANCER.
ANDTHATSTHEWHOLEPOINT."

-Ann Julian

A lot of women are so afraid ofbreast cancer they don't want to hear

about it.And that's what frightens me.
Because those women won't prac

tice breast self-examination regularly.
Those women, particularly thoseover 35, won't ask their doctor about a

mammogram.Yet that's what's required for breast
cancer to be detected early. When thecure rate is 90%. And when there's a
good chance it won't involve the loss of
a breast.

But no matter what it involves, take itfrom someone who's been through it all.
Life is just too wonderful to give upon. And, as I found out, you don't have

to give up on any of it. Not work, not
play, not even romance.

Oh, there is one thing, though.
Youdo have to give up being afraid

to take care of yourself.

^AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY*
^ Get a checkup. Life is worth it.
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$500,000,000OFRESEARCH
HELPEDCLIFFSHAW

PLAYBASEBALLATAGE85.

In November 1973,Cliff Shaw was stricken with
cancer.

Fortunately, it was detected early enough. And with
surgery. Cliff was able to continue living a healthy, active life.

There was a time when such a diagnosis was virtually
hopeless.But today, cancer is being beaten. Over the years, we've
spent $500,000,000 in research. And we've made great

strides against many forms of cancer.
With early detection and treatment, the survival ratefor colon and rectal cancer can be as high as 75%.Hodgkin's

disease, as high as 74%. Breast cancer, as high as 90%.
Today, one out of two people who get cancer gets well.It's a whole new ball game.

'AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
Help us keep winning.
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FORGENERATIONSCANCER
PLAGUEDTHISFAMILY.

THENWECAMEINTOTHE
PICTURE.

It's a tragic coincidence that cancer has taken so many members of this family over the

years.It took Frank Domato in 1961.Patricia O'Hara Brown in 1974.And Serafino Gentile

in 1982.
But the fact that the chain of tragedies has now been broken is no coincidence at all.
Over the last 40 years, research programs supported by the American Cancer Society

have made increasing progress in the treatment, detection and prevention of cancer.
In 1985alone, the Society funded over 700 projects conducted by the most distinguished

scientists and research institutions in the country.So it's no coincidence that in 1986,cancer did not take Debra Gentileâ€”FrankDomato's
great-granddaughter. Just as it didn't take hundreds of

successfully treated for the disease.
You see,we are winning.
But we need you to help keep it that way.

thousands of others who have been

VAMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
Help us keep winning.
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Lady Killer
Many young women feel smoking is stylish. It is not. Smoking is deadly.

If you could quit for just one day, you could kick the habit for life.
Please join the Great American Smokeout November 19.

Call your local American Cancer Society for more information.

Great American Smokeout/Aim 19

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETYÂ«t;


